HOUSE FLOOR AMENDMENT number ___1__ to HOUSE BILL 76, as amended

Amendment sponsored by Representative Christine Chandler

1. On page 12, lines 7 through 9, strike "and the emissions from the unpermitted facility exceed the permit requirement threshold by twenty-five percent for any pollutant; or" and insert in lieu thereof "except when such an unpermitted facility is discovered after acquisition in the course of a timely environmental audit authorized by department or local board policy and except if:

   (a) the operator of the facility using good engineering practices and established approved calculation methodologies estimated that the facility's emissions would not require a permit pursuant to the Air Quality Control Act; and

   (b) upon discovery of the discrepancy between the calculated pre-construction maximum facility emissions and the calculated post-construction maximum facility emissions, the operator of the facility applies for the appropriate permit within thirty calendar days; or".
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